The Shiranish Formation comprises the globigerinal marls and limestones of the Upper Senonian (Upper Campanian-Maestrichtian). The present study has been discussed the pertophysical properties of this marly rocks in Kirkuk oil field (K-260 and K-229). The study area is located in northeastern Iraq (Kirkuk areas). This area lies within the Zagros foreland basin, bordered on the northeast by the Zagros Mountains and on the southeast by the Arabian Shield, and consists of linear and high amplitude folds that trend in a northwest-southeast direction. The Shiranish Formation was deposited during the transgression period after the sea level fall marked by the glauconitic contact (SBI) with the Kometan Formation. According to the general facies observation with the gamma ray and resistivity logs patterns, there are two major units in this Formation. The first unit is represented by six cycles of transgressive system tracts (TST) which bounded the upper unit by maximum flooding surface; the second unit is represented by three cycles of high system tracts which unconformably underlying of Aaliji Formation. According to the porosity type and the conductivity properties in addition to decreasing and increasing of shale effect (Gamma Ray) for the Shiranish Formation within K-260 and K-229 there are five petrophysical zones. These zones may be divided in to two B. Good petrophysical properties rocks, this include the zones I, III and V.
‫من‬ ‫البتروفيزيائية‬ ‫الخواص‬ ‫و‬ ‫الطباقية‬ ‫التتابعية‬ ‫كركوك‬ ‫حقل‬ ‫في‬ ‫الشيرانش‬ ‫لتكوين‬ ‫البئري‬ ‫الجس‬ ‫(كركوك‬ ‫النفطي‬
-
Methodology
Well-log Sequence Stratigraphic analysis to subdivide a stratigraphic section. And to determine the characters of reservoir units such as lithology, types of porosity, permeability and types of fluids can be deduced from the study of geologic logs. In the present study the primary and secondary porosity as well as water and oil saturation were determined in addition to subdividing the succession.
The parameters of log interpretation are determined directly or inferred indirectly and measured by one of three types of logs:
1. Electric (Resistivity) 2. Radioactive (Gamma Ray, Density, Neutron)
The equations and parameters are used in this procedure (Fig.2) proposed by [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] . 
Sequence Stratigraphy
The Shiranish Formation was defined by Henson (1940) from the High Folded Zone of northern Iraq near the village of Shiranish Islam, northeastern of Zakho [13] . In south of Iraq an almost identical unit, the Qurna Formation, was introduced by Rabanit in 1952 [14] . The Shiranish Formation, in its type area, comprises thin bedded argillaceous limestones (locally dolomitic) overlain by blue pelagic marls [15] . [18] , [19] , [20] ; the Shiranish Formation divided into two major units:-1. The first unit is appeared in the lower part of the Formation which characterized by six cycles of bell shaped gamma ray-resistivity logs for alternative of basinal shale with marls. These cycles represent the transgressive system tracts (TST) (Fig.3) where bounded with the upper part (limestone unit) by the maximum flooding surface (mfs).
2. The upper part of the Shiranish Formation is characterized by three cycles of high system tract (HST) which appeared as a funnel shape of gamma ray and resistivity log patterns.
The low gamma ray values refer to the low shale volume with the main composition of limestone and marly limestone. The third cycle of this part was ended with the fall of the sea level to mark a sequence boundary type I (SBI) (Fig.3) . 
Pertophysical properties of the Shiranish Rocks:
For fractured reservoirs, obtaining the right data and forecasting the reservoir performance is much more difficult than for conventional reservoirs. This statement is very well supported by a reservoir modeling study reported by [21] Furthermore, just finding fractures or mapping fractures is not good enough for developing a fractured reservoir. Indeed, these data, in addition to the conventional reservoir data, should be used to design production schemes that utilize fractures as an aid [22] rather than a detriment to production. But, to design a viable plan of development, one needs a credible reservoir description that includes mapping fractures in terms of aperture size, length, height, connectivity, conductivity, and frequency distribution.In the present study, the researcher discussed the Shiranish Formation as a reservoir rocks contrary to what is known (impermeable rocks). According to the porosity type and the conductivity properties in addition to decreasing and increasing of shale effect Log-derived permeability formulas are only valid for estimating permeability in formations at irreducible water saturation [12] . Before calculating the permeability, we must first determine whether or not a formation is at irreducible water saturation.
The permeability values are calculated by using the Coates and Dumanoir method [8] , this method is a complex method for calculating permeability.
Where:-C = constant based on hydrocarbon density ρh = hydrocarbon density in g/cm3 W = constant in Coates and Dumanoir permeability formula φ = porosity Rw = formation water resistivity at formation temperature Rt irr = deep resistivity from a zone at irreducible water saturation (Sw irr) K = permeability in millidarcys (md)
